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Abstract. There are obviously structural and color discrepancies among
different heterogeneous domains. In this paper, we explore the challeng-
ing heterogeneous avatar synthesis (HAS) task considering topology and
rendering transfer. HAS transfers the topology as well as rendering styles
of the referenced face to the source face, to produce high-fidelity heteroge-
neous avatars. Specifically, first, we utilize a Rendering Transfer Network
(RT-Net) to render the grayscale source face based on the color palette
of the referenced face. The grayscale features and color style are injected
into RT-Net based on adaptive feature modulation. Second, we apply
a Topology Transfer Network (TT-Net) to conduct heterogeneous facial
topology transfer, where the image content of RT-Net is transferred based
on AdaIN controlled by heterogeneous identity embedding. Comprehen-
sive experimental results show that the disentanglement of rendering and
topology is beneficial to the HAS task, and our HASNet has comparable
performance compared with other state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords: Image synthesis · Style transfer · Disentanglement repre-
sentation learning.

1 Introduction

Avatar means another stylized identity in the heterogeneous domain. As for
face images, there are various topology patterns for facial components, such as
3D cartoon, 2D anime, sketch, nir, real-world or other domains. Style transfer
methods [11], [13], [19], [26], [20] change the textural style and preserve the
content of the source image, guided by the referenced image. These methods
are universal to different heterogeneous domains but ignore the facial topology
transfer. To adapt to the target face distribution, some GAN-based methods
[28], [17], [24] are proposed to address two-domain face translations. However,
these methods have obvious topology and color distortions.

The high-fidelity HAS task is also a style transfer task, which is supposed
to possess high-fidelity facial topology and global color consistencies with the
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Fig. 1. HASNet realizes high-fidelity heterogeneous avatar synthesis based on topology
and rendering transfer, where HASNet handles various heterogeneous domains.

reference-domain face, while preserving as much as other content and attributes
of the source face, e.g., facial pose, expression, background and hair. Hetero-
geneous faces have diverse facial component topology patterns. Moreover, since
the different domains might have a large color distribution discrepancy, it poses
us a non-trivial challenge to implement HAS task without considering rendering
consistency. Therefore, to produce more vivid heterogeneous avatars, both ren-
dering and topology styles deserve to be manipulated. As for color rendering,
ColorThief is used to extract prominent color palette values. As for topology
adaptation, the pretrained identity extractor is capable of capturing discrimi-
native facial component shapes, e.g., Arcface extracts the prominent structural
feature of a face. In our paper, we conduct rendering transfer based on the
color palette from ColorThief 1, and implement topology transfer based on the
manifold of Arcface [6]. This disentanglement framework realizes high-fidelity
heterogeneous avatar synthesis. As shown in Figure 1, the results of HASNet
have a good performance on style transfer of global color and facial topology,
while preserving other contents and attributes of the source faces.

Our contributions are three folds as follows.

– We propose a two-stage framework to explore the challenging and meaning-
ful heterogeneous avatar synthesis task. We propose an effective rendering
transfer framework. By considering adaptive modulation of color and spa-

1

http://lokeshdhakar.com/projects/color-thief/
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Fig. 2. Two-stage framework of HASNet. RT-Net helps HASNnet implement higher-
fidelity heterogeneous rendering. TT-Net refines the facial topology style of the hetero-
geneous avatars.

tial content, RT-Net achieves topology-aware and high-quality colorization
in various heterogeneous domains.

– Based on the first stage, we propose TT-Net to realize high-fidelity and
controllable facial topology transfer across various heterogeneous domains.

– We observe HASNet variants and conduct comparative experiments with
state-of-the-art universal and GAN-based style transfer methods. Experi-
mental results demonstrate a good performance of HASNet both in visual
and quantitative manners.

2 Related Work

2.1 Universal Style Transfer

There are some universal style transfer methods [11], [13], [19], [26]. [11] explores
the domain-aware characteristics from the texture and topology features of ref-
erenced images to handle both artistic and photo-realistic style transfer. AdaIN
[13] makes the variance and mean values of the source features aligned with
those of the reference features, which achieves real-time universal style transfer.
WCT [19] enables universal style transfer based on disentangled whitening and
coloring operations. SANet [26] integrates the style patterns according to the
semantic spatial attentional map of the source content.

2.2 GAN-based Methods

StyleGANs [15], [16], [14] synthesize high-resolution images based on noise dis-
entanglement and style modulation. UGATIT [17] modulates the generator ap-
plying the discriminative domain-aware style embedding and proposes AdaILN.
NICE-GAN [5] reuses the discriminator to implement unsupervised image-to-
image translation. [7] proposes an unsupervised face rotation method considering
disentangling the facial shape and identity. Toonify [28] trains the generator and
discriminator for 3D cartoon and real-world domain, respectively. Then the base
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and transferred models are used to create the interpolated translation model.
FS-Ada [24] proposes a transfer learning schedule to impose the adaption to
diverse target domains from the source model, based on limited data.

2.3 Cross-domain Image Synthesis

As for VIS-NIR translation, [8], [9] demonstrate that dual heterogeneous face
mapping is beneficial to recognizing heterogeneous faces. [33] utilizes the inter-
supervision and intra-supervision style transfer for Sketch-VIS task. [32] designs
a memorized Grayscale-VIS colorization model with AdaIN modulation. As for
heterogeneous datasets for research, CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 [18], Oulu-CASIA NIR-
VIS [4] and BUAA-VisNir Face [12] databases are widely used in the NIR-VIS
task. CUHK Face Sketch FERET (CUFSF) [34], IIIT-D Viewed Sketch database
[2] and XM2VTS database [22] are established in Sketch-VIS research. [17] pro-
poses the selfie2anime dataset in the anime domain. IIIT-CFW [23] provides
some faces with exaggerated drawings. Tufts dataset [25] presents subjects cap-
tured in different imaging domains, e.g. RGB, NIR and Thermal.

3 Approach

Source Ref RT-Net w/o RT-Net w/ RT-Net

Fig. 3. RT-Net helps HASNnet implement higher-fidelity heterogeneous rendering.

We design a two-stage framework to synthesize heterogeneous avatars, as
shown in Figure 2. In stage I, given a source face XS , we obtain the grayscale
image XSg by means of the transformation from RGB to Lab space. We apply
ColorThief to extract the dominant color palette of the reference face XR. Based
on the spatial features of XSg and color style zC , we modulate RT-Net to obtain
the rendering transfer face XRT . In stage II, we conduct topology transfer based
on XRT to synthesize XTT whose facial topology distribution is consistent with
XR. In this way, HASNet generates high-fidelity heterogeneous avatars.

3.1 RT-Net

As shown in Figure 3, the color consistency between the facial area and the
background is higher for w/ RT-Net than w/o RT-Net, which indicates the
importance of RT-Net for HAS task. More examples are shown in Figure 5.
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In RT-Net, XSg is mapped to the multi-scale spatial feature maps zG =
{z1G, z2G, ..., znG} via an Unet [29]. A multi-FC mapping network MLP is lever-
aged to convert the extracted color palette embedding CXR

∈ R20×3 to color
style zC ∈ R256, which is used to modulate multi-scale decoder of RT-Net. We
integrate these two embeddings adopting the Rendering Transfer Module (RTM)
in an adaptive alignment manner.

Specifically, the input feature hi ∈ RCi
h×Hi×W i

of RTMi is aligned with
guidance of two groups of learning parameters from ziG and zC , respectively. It
is formulated as:

hi
I =

hi − µi
I

σi
I

, (1)

{G,C}iI = γi
{G,C}I

⊙ hi
I + βi

{G,C}I
, (2)

where µi
I and σi

I , i.e., the mean and standard deviation of hi, are used as instance-

aware normalization parameters. Let ziG ∈ RCi
G×Hi

G×W i
G and zC ∈ RCC×1 be

the grayscale and color embedding, respectively. Furthermore, affine transform
parameters γi

GI
and βi

GI
∈ RCi

h×Hi×W i

are obtained from ziG using a convolu-

tional layer, similar with SPADE [27]. Meanwhile, γi
CI

and βi
CI

∈ RCi
h×Hi×W i

are mapped from zC using a full connection transform, inspired by AdaIN [13].
To adaptively integrate the spatial and color modulation, the attentional maps
M i

GI
and M i

CI
from hi

I are generated after passing a convolution layer followed

by a sigmoid operation. The instance denormalization result Hi
I is denoted as

Hi
I = Gi

I ⊙M i
GI

+ Ci
I ⊙M i

CI
, (3)

where ⊙ represents the element-wise product, and M i
GI

+M i
CI

= 1.
As for the objective functions, in the training stage of RT-Net, we use Huber

loss where △XRT
= |XRT −XS |, to constrain the colored image reconstruction

via

Lrec =

{
1
2△

2
XRT

δ ·
[
△XRT

− 1
2δ

] △XRT
≤ δ

otherwise
. (4)

Moreover, we optimize a discriminator for the generatedXRT with conditions
of XSg and CXS

. The total loss of RT-Net is as follows

LRT−Net = Ladv(XSg, CXS
, XRT ) + λrecLrec. (5)

In the test time, the color style is extracted from the heterogeneous reference
face XR, to lessen the color gap between the source and reference domains.

3.2 TT-Net

After stage I, the global rendering style has been transferred to the reference
heterogeneous domain. Stage II designs TT-Net to further transfer the facial
topology style to produce vivid HAS results.
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SourceRef Source + TT-NetHASNet HAS-Net w/ Lccx HAS-Net w/ Lscx

Fig. 4. LSCX helps HASNnet implement higher-fidelity topology transfer.

In the multi-level topology transfer modulation (TTM) module, we inject zid
to each feature level of TT-Net by implementing layer-aware AdaIN operations,
where we use StyledConv block of StyleGAN [16]. It is denoted as:

AdaIN(Coni, γi
id, β

i
id) = γi

id ⊙
Coni − µi

σi
+ βi

id, (6)

where Coni ∈ RCi
Con×Hi×W i

is the spatial information of TTMi. σ
i and µi are

the standard deviation and mean values of Coni. γi
id and βi

id ∈ RCi
Con×Hi×W i

based on zid are sent to address the instance denormalization. The initial content
feature Con0 is extracted by VGG [30] for XRT .

As for the objective functions, we use the reconstruction loss as the pixel-
level supersision between Xij

TT and Xi
S , when the source face Xi

S and reference

face Xj
R are same. It is denoted as

Lrec =


1

2

∥∥∥Xij
TT −Xi

S

∥∥∥2
2

if i = j

0 otherwise
. (7)

We use identity consistency loss on Xij
TT for HAS face synthesis as follows.

Specifically, we measure the distance between the Arcface manifolds of Xij
TT and

Xj
R via

Lid = 1− ⟨zid(Xij
TT ), zid(X

j
R)⟩, (8)

where ⟨·, ·⟩ means cosine similarity, zid is the pretrained Arcface [6].
Furthermore, TT-Net utilizes the contextual similarity loss [21] for Xij

TT and

Xj
R to improve the contextual distribution perception. It is denoted as

LSCX = − log(CX(F l
vgg(X

ij
TT ), F

l
vgg(X

j
R))), (9)

where l means relu3 2 and relu4 2 layers of the pretrained VGG19 model [30]. At
the same time, we introduce a content contextual similarity loss between Xij

TT

and Xi
S for content preservation of the source face.

LCCX = − log(CX(F l
vgg(X

ij
TT ), F

l
vgg(X

i
S))). (10)

As shown in Figure 4, only with LCCX fails to synthesize the topology of the
sketch domain, while only with LSCX transfers excessive reference styles ignoring
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Fig. 5. Stage I and stage II of HASNet. RT-Net helps HASNet implement higher-
fidelity heterogeneous rendering.

the spatial content preservation of the source face. More ablation analyses are
shown in Figure 9. Therefore, TT-Net combines both LCCX and LSCX .

The total loss of TT-Net is as follows

LTT−Net = Ladv + λidLid + λrecLrec+

λCCXLCCX + λSCXLSCX .
(11)

4 Experiment

4.1 Dataset

We collect three kinds of heterogeneous domains to conduct HAS task as follows:

– Lighting condition variants. We select daytime portraits with variable at-
tributes and identities from FFHQ [15]. We collect some night portraits
taken in the evening or at night. And we randomly select some samples in
CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 dataset [18].

– Art drawing variants. 3D cartoons, anime images, sketches, exaggerated
drawings and oil paintings are collected from the Toonify dataset [28], selfie2
anime dataset [17], CUHK Face Sketch FERET (CUFSF) [34], IIIT-CFW
[23] and MetFaces 1, respectively. Moreover, there are some sculptures of
famous people (only for research). And we collect some role faces of Beijing
Opera. Note that we obtain the super-resolution counterparts using [31] for
the low-quality face samples.
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Con16 Con64 Con32Ref Source

Fig. 6. Ablation study of HAS-Net concerning the dimension of initial content feature
in TT-Net.
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Fig. 7.Qualitative comparison with other state-of-the-art universal style transfer meth-
ods in NIR, sketch and anime style domains.

– Life dimension variants. We collect some Buddha statues images (only for
research) from the Internet. We collect the faces from the movie Avatar.
And we select some drawings of ancient people in Chinese culture.

Note that we take all kinds of heterogeneous faces, i.e. about 4000 images, as
a whole training set in Stage I, where the true color palette of the source face is
used to modulate RT-Net. While TT-Net takes random different heterogeneous-
domain faces as the source and reference faces, respectively. There are 13 kinds
of heterogeneous domains considered in the single generator of TT-Net, which
is different from other GAN-based methods [28], [24], [17] that focus on certain
two-domain translations.

1

https://github.com/postite/metfaces-dataset
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Fig. 8. Additional comparison results of HASNet and other methods. HASNet realizes
high-fidelity HAS based on topology and rendering transfer, where the identity and
attributes are more controllable with better background preservation.

4.2 Implementation Details

The source and target faces of our dataset are aligned and cropped based on
5 facial landmarks [31]. We reshape all samples to 512×512 resolution. We set
Con0 ∈ R512×32×32, zid ∈ R512×1, zPalette ∈ R20×3, and zC ∈ R256×1. There
are 7 RTM and 10 TTM modules. In Equation 5, λrec = 10. In Equation 11,
λadv = λSCX = 1, λrec = 100, λid = 10, and λCCX = 0.5. We set batchsize to
4. RT-Net and TT-Net are trained separately. We adapt the architecture of our
discriminator networks from [1] and [15] for RT-Net and TT-Net, respectively.

In the architecture of StyleGAN [15], the coarse-resolution (4×4-32×32) lay-
ers (1-7) are used to control shape modulation. Moreover, we conduct a toy
experiment and find that the dimensions of the initial content feature of XRT

have an important impact on the TT-Net. As shown in Figure 6, Con16 has more
background distortion, which is not enough to conduct the high-fidelity HAS task
that considers background topology preservation. Furthermore, Con64 provides
more constraints to the source content, so that it fails to transfer the shape
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style of eyes in the Avatar style domain. Our HASNet uses the initial Con0 with
32× 32 resolution and shows visually satisfying HAS behavior.

4.3 Qualitative Evaluation

As shown in Figure 7, DSTN [11] synthesizes distorted and messy faces with
the wrong global color style in NIR and sketch domains. AdaIN [13] achieves a
good textural transfer in the global view but is not competent to transferring
shape styles of eyes, nose and mouth. WCT [19] also has obvious color distortion,
especially in the NIR domain. SANet [26] has some artifacts on the face area
and background. Deep analogy [20] is another universal style transfer method
that conducts patch matching based on vgg features, which is time-consuming
and easy to cause matching errors. Furthermore, although the local component
is more vivid than [11], [13], [19], [26], the eye size is still similar to that of the
source faces. HASNet realizes sufficient topology and rendering transfer. RT-
Net bridges the color gap between the source and reference images. And TT-Net
modifies the source facial topology to the reference component distribution.

As for the GAN-based method, we compare HASNet with Toonify [28], FS-
Ada [24] and U-GAT-IT [17], as shown in Figure 8. Toonify finds an optimized
latent code of the source, and then feeds this code to the reference domain
generator. Its results have obvious background distortions (rows 7, 9), and bad
heterogeneous rendering effects (rows 1-6). And the nose of avatars are not iden-
tifiable enough compared with HASNet. FS-Ada has easily detectable artifacts
concerning topology and color, especially in anime domains. U-GAT-IT has an
unstable cross-domain translation performance, e.g., the topological and color
artifacts on the facial area (rows 2&7), and does not respect the facial occlusions
(row 2). HASNet has higher topology and rendering consistencies with the refer-
ence faces, while better preserving the background content of the source images.
From the above qualitative evaluations, we find a user study is deserved to be
surveyed, considering that human eyes are highly sensitive to the topology and
color appearance. More details are introduced in Section 4.4.

4.4 User Study

User study plays an important role in the quality evaluation of the HAS task.
First, we briefly explain the HAS task, and invite 10 users to carefully observe
the source, reference and HAS faces. Each type of face has 30 samples where
NIR, sketch and anime domains have 10 samples respectively. These observers
need to give scores recorded as 1-10, from four aspects: (a) transferred topol-
ogy perception, (b) content preservation of the source face, (c) color transfer of
the reference face, and (d) overall preference, where the higher HAS quality is
reflected by higher scores. Finally, we collect 300 score tables, where each table
contains 52 human decisions about different methods and indexes. The average
scores are displayed in Table 1.

Specifically, transferred topology perception measures the identification de-
gree and topological completeness of the HAS results referenced to the target
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Table 1. User study results of HASNet variants, as well as the universal and GAN-
based style transfer methods.

Methods Topology↑ Content↑ Color↑ Preference↑
DSTN [11] 1.2 1.9 7.8 2.7
AdaIN [13] 0.9 4.4 8.3 3.2
WCT [19] 1.8 3.7 8.4 3.3
SANet [26] 1.9 1.7 7.9 2.5

Deep analogy [26] 2.2 4.6 8.1 4.5

Toonify [28] 8.0 4.5 3.5 7.1
FS-Ada [24] 6.5 4.9 7.6 7.9

U-GAT-IT [17] 7.2 5.5 5.8 8.4

HASNet 8.9 9.1 8.5 9.0
w/o RT-Net 8.8 8.9 5.1 8.4
w/ LCCX 7.3 8.9 4.7 4.7
w/ LSCX 8.5 7.1 7.0 3.3
w/o LCX 6.9 6.5 3.1 2.0

style images. Content preservation of the source face focuses on the face pose,
expression, hair and other background content. These contents are supposed to
be faithful to the source image to some extent. HAS task mainly transfers the
global color and facial component topology. The color index represents the color
obedience guided by the color style of the reference faces, as well as the diffusion
degree of the colorization. The preference score means the overall preference
degree for users. HASNet has the best scores on topology, content and color
aspects. Moreover, HASNet has better perception scores than Toonify and U-
GAT-IT. We show more cross-domain HAS results in Figure 10, which indicates
that our approach synthesizes controllable heterogeneous avatars.

4.5 Ablation Study

As shown in Figure 9, we show some diverse HAS results of variants of HASNet.
Specifically, RT-Net successfully transfers the color style to the source faces based
on the reference images. As shown in row 5, HASNet has higher consistency
between the facial area and the background (cols 4&5). While direct TT-Net
based on the original source image will result in a large color discrepancy between
the results and the reference faces, which hinders high-fidelity heterogeneous
avatar synthesis. w/ LCCX maintains more spatial grayscale information of the
faces of RT-Net (col 4), which stays far from the topology style of the referenced
sketch face. Moreover, this variant produces low-fidelity cartoon eyes (cols 6-8).
w/ LSCX transfers excessive reference style, e.g., hair (cols 1-3), and carries
uncontrollable artifacts (cols 5-8). w/o LCX means HASNet without LSCX and
LCCX , which results in more color artifacts.

4.6 Quantitative Evaluation

Quantitative results are only the evaluation reference for performance. It is more
scientific to consider both the objective score and user study. If one kind of
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Source

Ref

RT-Net

Source + 
TT-Net

RT-Net + 
TT-Net

HAS-Net
w/ Lccx

HAS-Net
w/ Lscx

HAS-Net
w/o Lcx

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Fig. 9. Ablation study of HAS-Net. We show the results of RT-Net, Source+TT-Net,
RT-Net+TT-Net (HASNet), only w/ LCCX , only w/ LSCX and w/o LCX .

heterogeneous domain is the reference domain, we select 10 images from each
of other 12 kinds of domains as the source dataset in the test stage of HAS
task. We employ two evaluation metrics considering the image fidelity (FID [10],
KID [3]). They are used in [17] to measure the cross-domain synthesis quality.
As for the evaluation of topology transfer, we measure the identity distance of
HAS results and the reference face based on Arcface. Moreover, we calculate
the color distance of the first 20 prominent color values between the HAS result
and the reference face based on ColorThief. As shown in Table 2, we compare
HASNet with good-performance style transfer approaches including fine-tuned
DSTN [11], AdaIN [13], WCT [19] and SANet [26] in three distinctive domains,
i.e., NIR, sketch and Anime. Note that Deep analogy [20] needs to consume lots
of inference time, so we only show the visual comparisons in Fig 7.

Concretely, [11], [13], [19], [26] have a slightly better color consistency score
than HASNet. However, as for DSTN [11] in the NIR domain, the results have
purple color, which has a worse perception in human eyes. This demonstrates
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Table 2. Quantitative evaluation on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0 [18], CUHK [34] and
selfie2anime [17] datasets. Our model has better ID scores and comparable color scores.
As for FID, due to the specificity of the HAS problem, we need to preserve the back-
ground, which has an impact on FID because FID score is calculated based on the
whole image. In our opinion, a controllable HAS task is supposed to consider both the
vivid avatar synthesis and the topology preservation of the background. Otherwise, the
essential heterogeneous scene information of the source will be seriously lost (Fig 8).

Domains Methods ID × 10↓ Color × 10↓ FID ↓ KID × 100 ↓ Overall↓
NIR DSTN [11] 9.3 0.3 185.48 14.6 209.68

AdaIN [13] 9.3 0.4 212.52 19.01 241.23
WCT [19] 9.1 0.3 210.72 18.54 238.66
SANet [26] 9.2 0.5 199.25 18.17 227.12
HASNet 4.5 0.6 195.7 18.11 218.91

w/o RT-Net 4.4 1.2 206.89 19.41 231.9
w/ LCCX 3.3 1.4 206.95 19.13 230.78
w/ LSCX 2.8 0.5 177.26 16.28 196.84
w/o LCX 2.6 1.2 210.72 21.11 235.63

CUHK DSTN [11] 8.7 0.4 162.74 12.3 184.14
AdaIN [13] 9 0.5 187.42 16.93 213.85
WCT [19] 8.8 0.5 185.07 16.22 210.59
SANet [26] 8.6 0.4 166.71 15.2 190.91
HASNet 5 0.7 166.73 15 187.43

w/o RT-Net 4.9 1.3 177.37 16.14 199.71
w/ LCCX 3.8 1.2 177.81 15.8 198.61
w/ LSCX 3.1 0.6 173.09 17.07 193.86
w/o LCX 2.8 1.3 186.43 18.1 208.63

Anime DSTN [11] 7.9 0.4 138.5 7.45 154.25
AdaIN [13] 7.6 0.6 115.29 5.56 129.05
WCT [19] 7.4 0.3 124.65 7.72 140.07
SANet [26] 7.6 0.7 113.47 6.09 127.86
HASNet 4.6 0.7 112.3 7.36 124.96

w/o RT-Net 4.7 1.2 111.92 7.24 125.06
w/ LCCX 2.5 1.2 155.46 12.11 171.27
w/ LSCX 2.1 0.5 101.8 6.19 110.59
w/o LCX 1.8 1.1 128.75 9.90 141.55

the necessity of the user study. These state-of-the-art universal style transfer
methods have worse identity consistency scores than HASNet. DSTN has better
FID and KID scores than that of HASNet in NIR and sketch domains, but with
messy visual imaging, as shown in Figure 7. w/o RT-Net has a color score drop,
as well as obvious performance degradation of FID and KID in NIR and sketch
domains. w/ LCCX and w/o LCX cause many color artifacts (Figure 9) because
of no constraint of LSCX , which get worse FID and KID scores. However, only
LSCX has lower FID and KID scores, e.g., in the anime domain, but with severe
topology degradations (Figure 9).

We further evaluate the performance compared with GAN-based methods,
as shown in Table 3. There are 100 real-world faces from FFHQ as the source
images. Toonify and U-GAT-IT have good FID and KID scores, and our HASNet
has better identity and color consistency scores.

5 Conclusion

We explore the challenging heterogeneous avatar synthesis (HAS) task consider-
ing topology and rendering transfer. RT-Net and TT-Net alleviate the color and
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14 Nan Gao et al.

Table 3. Quantitative evaluation with GAN-based methods on CASIA NIR-VIS 2.0
[18], CUHK [34] and selfie2anime [17] datasets. However, a better FID score does not
prove better performance in the HAS task. U-GAT-IT has better FID scores, but with
visual distortions of color, shape, and background (Fig 8).

Domains Methods ID × 10↓ Color × 10↓ FID ↓ KID × 100 ↓
NIR Toonify [28] 8.3 0.9 109.73 7.36

FS-Ada [24] 8.4 1.2 191.53 19.5
U-GAT-IT [17] 7.7 0.8 118.94 9.9

HASNet 4.3 0.7 195.46 17.94

CUHK Toonify [28] 7.3 1.7 105.06 8.47
FS-Ada [24] 7.3 0.3 117.46 7.82

U-GAT-IT [17] 7.6 0.3 89.84 6.77
HASNet 4.8 0.8 160.61 13.64

Anime Toonify [28] 5.7 1.3 173.3 13.65
FS-Ada [24] 5.2 1.6 192.43 17.61

U-GAT-IT [17] 4.7 1.3 98.48 3.79
HASNet 4.5 0.9 125.21 8.67
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Fig. 10. More HAS results across diverse heterogeneous domains.

structural discrepancies between the HAS results and the reference faces, while
preserving other source contents and attributes. Comprehensive experimental
results in various heterogeneous domains show that the disentanglement of ren-
dering and topology is beneficial to the HAS task. HASNet produces controllable
and high-fidelity heterogeneous avatars.
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